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USING RECON FREESTANDING BLOCKS ON CURVES

Recon Freestanding blocks constructed on curves will
result in gapping between adjacent textured block faces
along the outside of the curve. The gapping is more
severe the tighter the radius.

Recon Freestanding blocks were designed with an end to
end tongue and groove to allow for a gap between the
textured block faces on curves without appearing as a
crack that lets light pass through. Because of this, it is
structurally acceptable to construct curves greater than or
equal to a 20' outside radius. An approximate 5" gap will
be visible between the textured block faces on a 20'
outside radius.

Some Owners, Engineers or Contractors may have a gap
limit they want to maintain between textured block faces.
The reason being to maintain an even appearance. To
achieve this, saw-cutting is required. The saw-cut will
typically be required on the wings and on tighter curves
the tongue will also need to be cut.
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Disclaimer: This drawing has been prepared by Recon Wall
Systems, Inc. and to the best of its knowledge, accurately
represents the product use in the application that it is
illustrated. This drawing is intended for conceptual purposes
only. Anyone making use of this drawing does so at their own
risk and assumes all liability for such use. Final design for
construction purposes must be completed by a Registered
Professional Engineer who is familiar with the product and
who has taken into account specific site conditions.
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